Selection of relevant features from amino acids enables development of robust classifiers.
Machine learning (ML) has been extensively applied to develop models and to understand high-throughput data of biological processes. However, new ML models, trained with novel experimental results, are required to build regularly for more precise predictions. ML methods can build models from numeric data, whereas biological data are generally textual (DNA, protein sequences) or images and needs feature calculation algorithms to generate quantitative features. Programming skills along with domain knowledge are required to develop these algorithms. Therefore, the process of knowledge discovery through ML is decelerated due to lack of generic tools to construct features and to build models directly from the data. Hence, we developed a schema that calculates about 5,000 features, selects relevant features and develops protein classifiers from the training data. To demonstrate the general applicability and robustness of our method, fungal adhesins and nuclear receptor proteins were used for building classifiers which outperformed existing classifiers when tested on independent data. Next, we built a classifier for mitochondrial proteins of Plasmodium falciparum which causes human malaria because the latest corresponding classifiers are not publically accessible. Our classifier attained 98.18 % accuracy and 0.95 Matthews correlation coefficient by fivefold cross-validation and outperformed existing classifiers on independent test set. We implemented this schema as user-friendly and open source application Pro-Gyan ( http://code.google.com/p/pro-gyan/ ), to build and share executable classifiers without programming knowledge.